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bpv BRAUN PARTNERS assisted MVGM in acquisition of the continental 
European property management business of JLL (Jones Lang LaSalle) 

 

Dutch-based property manager MVGM and international real estate services provider JLL have reached 

an agreement for MVGM to acquire the continental European property management business of Jones 

Lang LaSalle, creating a top 5 European player and adding more than 11 million m2 to MVGM’s current 

portfolio of 6.4 million m2 in the Netherlands and Germany. 

Both bpv BRAUN PARTNERS offices were part of a wider team, providing legal advice to MVGM in 

their home jurisdictions; the advice mainly involved due diligence, reviewing the transaction 

documentation, assessing the competition aspects of the transactions both for Czech and Slovak 

Republic. The team was led by partners Arthur Braun and Jiri Barta (CZ) and Igor Augustinič (SK), with 

further support from of counsel Lucie Kalašová (CZ), senior associates Markéta Nešetřilová and Evelina 

Weagová (both CZ) as well as Jana Trangelová and Juraj Gazda (both SK). 

The transaction was highly complex due to its international nature – other advisors included not only 

bpv LEGAL members bpv Jadi Nemeth (Hungary), bpv Grigorescu Stefanica (Romania), bpv Hügel, 

but also other advisors such as Heuking Kühn Lüer Wojtek (Germany), Strelia (Belgium and 

Luxembourg), Wardynski & Partners (Poland) and Cuatrecasas (Spain and Portugal). 

The alliance partnership between MVGM and JLL will allow them to develop and service a mutual client 

base. The deal created a pure-play property manager with a pan-European footprint in eight additional 

countries with 540 employees in Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Luxembourg, Poland, Czech Republic, 

Romania, and Slovakia, and expanded teams in the Netherlands and Germany. 

The price for the transaction was not yet disclosed. 

About us: 

bpv BRAUN PARTNERS is one of the leading international law firms in the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia. It is also a founding member of bpv LEGAL, a close association of law firms operating in 

Central and Eastern Europe for many years. Its team consists of more than 38 lawyers offering its 

clients, key Czech and foreign companies, comprehensive services in many areas of law. The key 

expertise of bpv BRAUN PARTNERS includes merger and acquisitions, corporate law, real estate law 

and also tax advisory services. Its experts also deal with copyright and IT law, competition law, energy 

and labour law, life sciences and represent their clients before Czech, German and international courts 

and in arbitrations. See more at www.bpv-bp.com. 
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